
 

The cartoon Non Sequitur, which ran in the Dallas Morning News on Sunday, March 8, 1998, 
illustrated well the misunderstanding about matters of faith and reason so prevalent today. One of the 
characters -- a rabbit -- says that “the very essence of faith is a belief in the existence of something that 
can’t be proved.” Thus, he says, “This makes all faiths equally valid . . . “ 

Non Sequitur is a good name for this cartoon, for the conclusion drawn doesn’t at all follow from 
the premise.  

The idea commonly held is that faith comes into play when there isn’t enough good evidence to 
believe something. It is belief only, just a matter of opinion, something that is believed to be true with no 
rational justification. This is a false understanding. Two points need to be made. First, there is a faith 
element in all our knowledge. Second, the presence of a faith element in the various religions in no way 
means that they are equally true (or valid). 

Faith is confidence in the truth of an idea or belief which is then fulfilled or made complete by 
some demonstration of commitment to that belief. Thus, faith has a knowledge side and a volitional side -
- believing that and believing in. There is very little in life that we can have perfect knowledge about; 
there is always a faith element in knowledge. We trust our senses, our reason, our instruments of 
measurement, the authority of knowledgeable sources, etc., all without absolute certainty that they cannot 
fail. But we do the best we can, and we show our acknowledgment of the truth of an idea by acting on it. 

So, for example, if I happen upon a footbridge while walking in the woods and wonder whether it 
will hold me, I can examine it using typical common-sense scientific criteria. Is the wood in good 
condition? Is the bridge firmly set into the ground on either side of the creek? etc. With all this good 
evidence, however, I still can’t have perfect knowledge (i.e., absolute logical certainty) that the bridge 
will hold. I might have overlooked something. For example, someone might have  sabotaged the bridge so 
well that his dirty work can’t be detected.  

If I am with a friend who knows about the bridge, however, another factor is present. If the friend 
says he just walked across the bridge, or that he built it himself, and that he knows it will hold, I can 
decide based upon both the empirical data and my belief that his testimony is trustworthy, and then act 
accordingly. Authoritative testimony is a valid source of truth, especially when supported by other 
confirming evidences. This kind of evidence is especially important for someone who is incapable of 
conducting the normal processes of analysis. 



Which brings us to Christianity, the clear (it seems to me) target of the cartoon. In Christianity, 
faith is the acknowledgment of the truth of certain teachings given by divine testimony (and embodied in 
the person of Jesus) which is made complete by a response of trust and commitment. Divine testimony, or 
revelation, can’t be discovered by us and subjected to laboratory testing limited by the scientific method; 
it is by definition information which is inaccessible to us unless given by God. Accepting this testimony 
isn’t very different from the situation of someone who doesn’t know how to adequately examine a 
footbridge giving way to the testimony of another person he trusts. There is necessarily a faith element 
(with respect to knowledge) in accepting beliefs which in themselves can’t be proved in any absolute 
way. However, even a casual read through the Bible shows that revelation was given in particular 
historical contexts, and the various elements of these contexts provide confirming evidence of the truth of 
the revelation. Evidence such as historical and scientific facts, what we know of the human experience 
generally, and sound, logical reason can be brought to bear on Christian truth claims. 

The real conflict, then, is between reason and revelation, not reason and faith, and it is a conflict 
with respect to the question of ultimate authority. The question is this: If revelation and reason conflict, 
which should be heeded? 

But then there is the question of whether all religious claims are equally valid. By valid does the 
rabbit mean true in the traditional sense? Or does he mean personally legitimate (i.e., meaningful or 
workable)? If he means true in the traditional sense (meaning objectively the case, whether a given 
individual believes it or even knows about it), the illustration of the footbridge shows that the rabbit is 
wrong. What if my friend and I have contradictory opinions about whether the bridge will hold? Can both 
of our beliefs be correct? Of course not. It can’t be the case that the bridge is both capable and not 
capable of supporting me. Likewise, it is fallacious to believe that a religion which says there is one God 
and one that says that there isn’t one God but many gods, for example, are both true. The presence of a 
faith element is no justification for intellectual suicide whether the subject is bridges or God. 

If, however, by valid the rabbit means personally legitimate, one might ask this:  What is the 
validity of basing one’s life on beliefs which at best one can only hope to be true, or at worst might 
actually be false? It used to be that Christians were accused of taking a “leap in the dark.” If anyone can 
be accused of taking a leap in the dark, it is surely the person who bases his or her life on a religion 
without having any clue as to whether it’s really true (in the traditional sense).  

Because critics in the postmodern era have abandoned logical reasoning, they can’t employ it in 
dealing with whatever the issue might be. They often appeal to the personal or emotional to make their 
case. Thus, the rabbit can present an astonishingly bad argument, yet sway people by playing one of the 
favorite trump cards today: the appeal to tolerance. But tolerance is a civil matter; it reflects an attitude of 
respect toward other people, not other beliefs. It doesn’t require that one accepts all beliefs as equally true 
(even their workability is questionable) just because there are people who hold them. With respect to 
religion, tolerance means that one respects the rights of people to hold other beliefs and engage in 
different religious practices (within the limits of the law) even though one believes they’re wrong. 

It’s interesting how things have turned around. It used to be that it was Christians who were 
accused of being irrational because they believed what science had surely proved to be false (although 
current studies are leading some scientists to other conclusions). Now Christians are accused of elitism 
and bigotry because they won’t join the ranks of those who warmly embrace irrationalism in believing 
that no one can know truth!  Such name-calling shouldn’t surprise us; it’s all that’s left (short of physical 
abuse) once logical reason is abandoned. But it puts us in a strange position. First we didn’t know 
anything; now we know too much. It’s hard to keep up.  
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